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вЂ¦ 01homing cable free Â· info.People’s Vote march: 10 things to know about the main
protest in Britain Read more The crowd came out onto the streets for the first of many protests

by anti-Brexit campaigners in the capital. From Jeremy Corbyn to John Bercow to the health
secretary, the list of prominent politicians and religious figures who support the campaign was
long. There were contingents for the Irish and Scottish governments, and another for the US,

featuring the Texas-based rapper and activist Chance the Rapper. The protest, which attracted
crowds of thousands in London, has the support of the great majority of MPs. Any further delay
will be a betrayal, said the shadow chancellor, John McDonnell. “The number of parliamentary
votes rejecting a no-deal Brexit has now passed four,” said the Labour MP David Lammy. “We
should give parliament the chance to vote. If it isn’t given that chance then we have no option
but to seize control.” Some EU figures have called for Britain to unilaterally revoke Article 50,

returning to the position of full EU membership for six months until a settlement is agreed.
Some MPs are also calling for the suspension of Brexit and a second referendum. Labour

councillors in Richmond, north-west London, have released plans for a care plan for more than
50,000 people in the borough. Richmond is one of four London boroughs hosting a People’s
Vote march over the course of the day. Facebook Twitter Pinterest Labour’s former mayor of

London, Boris Johnson, is among the demonstrators outside Parliament. Photograph: Matt
Cardy/Getty Images Ahead of Saturday’s march, the NHS has warned against demonstrations

in the capital. “The safety of staff, patients and the public is our priority and we have seen
patient and staff safety compromised in the past,” said NHS England’s acting director for

England, Wendy Acott. Nigel Farage to speak at Brexit party rally in Northampton Read more
The major public sector unions have called for a general strike in the event of a no-deal Brexit.
A day of demonstrations is planned in Brussels and other cities in the EU as EU leaders and the

European parliament debate the Brexit process. The government has announced that Boris
Johnson is to chair a meeting of the cabinet on Saturday, the first session since the prime

minister�
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Yesterday morning a computer tech contacted me to say that after several failed restarts, the
desktop display on his computer was "ghostly" - it was dark with a semi-transparent Apple

logo in the middle - and that he could only get it back to work by pressing the power button.
That was a bit weird, so we followed this computer for several minutes while I watched him

repeatedly press the power button and... An image of a ghostly ray of light shooting down from
the top of a staircase is an optical illusion, but the illusion is becoming increasingly popular

with web designers and filmmakers who are trying to create a 3D effect. The image first
became popular on 3D-enabled websites which were being used as a point of sale for virtual
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items. It was an eye-catching graphic and worked on browsers... The United States Army Corps
of Engineers' pipeline control room in Fairbanks is showing an error message as "Satellite

activity" prevents commands to the operations section of the control room. The message on
an LCD monitor can be seen on the right, but the most important part of the message can only

be seen if the viewer's cursor is positioned in one of the yellow boxes. This image shows the
top... File sharing is almost as old as the computer itself, with an early demonstration showing
the Music Factory as a form of distributed computing. Sharing files was started when a bit of

music was copied to tape and then copied onto a "tape" which was then plugged into another
tape drive. I guess it was a good idea at the time, as long as it didn't get any bigger than the...
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